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Is the crisis in the Middle East hurtling toward the point of no return? Israel’s prime minister,
Benjamin Netanyahu, tells the U.N. that Iran could have nukes by spring. Iran’s president,
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, has called for the end of the United States and Israel. Chaos is
erupting throughout the region. Rumors abound of an impending Israeli first strike against
Iran’s nuclear program. Is war imminent? New York Times best-selling author Joel C.
Rosenberg looks at the events developing in the Middle East and asks the tough questions:
Could Israel launch a preemptive strike at any moment? How might an Israel-Iran war set the
Middle East on fire? What should we be watching for? Israel at War will help you understand
what is happening right now behind the scenes in this volatile region—and how this high-stakes
showdown could affect the future of the Middle East and the world.
Solomon says in Proverbs 4:18 that we can expect an increase in enlightenment and an
expansion of understanding as we approach the last days. That is Charles P. Schmitt's position
as he presents a fresh scrutiny of Old and New Testament prophetic scriptures in the light of
today's world events.
Table of contents
Discusses the scriptural vision of discipleship and offers advice on becoming a disciple and
discipling others.
As he prepares to deliver the State of the Union address, the President of the United States is
convinced the Islamic State is on the run, about to be crushed by American forces once and for
all. But New York Times foreign correspondent J. B. Collins tells the President he’s dead
wrong.
Retailers Choice Award winner, 2012 The world is on the brink of disaster, and the clock is
ticking. Iran has just conducted its first atomic weapons test. Millions of Muslims around the
world are convinced their messiah—known as the Twelfth Imam—has just arrived on earth.
Israeli leaders fear Tehran, under the Twelfth Imam’s spell, will soon launch a nuclear attack
that could bring about a second Holocaust and the annihilation of Israel. The White House
fears Jerusalem will strike first, launching a preemptive attack against Iran’s nuclear facilities
that could cause the entire Middle East to go up in flames, oil prices to skyrocket, and the
global economy to collapse. With the stakes high and few viable options left, the president of
the United States orders CIA operative David Shirazi and his team to track down and sabotage
Iran’s nuclear warheads before Iran or Israel can launch a devastating first strike.
Presents profiles of the radicals, the reformers, and the revivalists of the Middle East,
explaining the implications of each movement and the importance of each leader through the
lenses of politics, economics, and Scripture.
When New York Times foreign correspondent J. B. Collins hears rumors that an al-Qaeda
splinter cell—ISIS—has captured a cache of chemical weapons inside Syria, he knows this is a
story he must pursue at all costs. Does the commander of the jihadist faction really have
weapons of mass destruction? If so, who is the intended target? The U.S.? Israel? Or
someone else? With tensions already high, the impending visit of the American president to
the region could prove to be the spark that sets off an explosion of horrendous proportions.
Knowing that terrorist forces are already trying to bring down two Arab governments in the
region—Iraq and Syria—can Collins uncover the truth before it’s too late? Or will the terrorists
succeed in setting their sights on the third target and achieving genocide?

The complete 3-book espionage and spy thriller series that has sold 700,000 copies!
This product bundles three of Joel Rosenberg’s blockbuster thrillers featuring David
Shirazi together into one e-book. The Twelfth Imam As the apocalyptic leaders of Iran
call for the annihilation of Israel and the U.S., CIA operative David Shirazi is sent into
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Tehran with one objective: use all means necessary to disrupt Iran’s nuclear weapons
program—without leaving American fingerprints, and without triggering a regional war. At
extreme personal risk, Shirazi undertakes his assignment. A native Farsi speaker
whose family escaped from Iran in 1979, he couldn’t be better prepared for the
mission. But none of his training has prepared Shirazi for what will happen next. An
obscure religious cleric is suddenly hailed throughout the region as the Islamic messiah
known as the Mahdi or the Twelfth Imam. News of his miracles, healings, signs, and
wonders, spread like wildfire, as do rumors of a new and horrific war. With the prophecy
of the Twelfth Imam seemingly fulfilled, Iran’s leaders prepare to strike Israel and bring
about the End of Days. Shirazi must take action, but the clock is ticking. The Tehran
Initiative The world is on the brink of disaster, and the clock is ticking. Iran has just
conducted its first atomic weapons test. Millions of Muslims around the world are
convinced their messiah—known as the Twelfth Imam—has just arrived on earth. Israeli
leaders fear Tehran, under the Twelfth Imam’s spell, will soon launch a nuclear attack
that could bring about a second Holocaust and the annihilation of Israel. The White
House fears Jerusalem will strike first, launching a preemptive attack against Iran’s
nuclear facilities that could cause the entire Middle East to go up in flames, oil prices to
skyrocket, and the global economy to collapse. With the stakes high and few viable
options left, the president of the United States orders CIA operative David Shirazi and
his team to track down and sabotage Iran’s nuclear warheads before Iran or Israel can
launch a devastating first strike. Damascus Countdown All eyes are on the Middle East.
Israel has successfully launched a first strike on Iran, taking out all of their nuclear sites
and six of their nuclear warheads—and causing The Twelfth Imam to order a full-scale
retaliation. U.S. President William Jackson threatens to support a U.N. Security Council
resolution condemning the Jewish State for unprovoked and unwarranted acts of
aggression. Meanwhile, CIA operative David Shirazi has infiltrated the Iranian regime
and intercepted information indicating that two Iranian nuclear warheads survived the
attack and have been moved to a secure and undisclosed location. In danger not only
from the ongoing missile strikes on Iran but also from the increasingly hostile and
suspicious governments of multiple countries, David and his team are in a race against
time to find the remaining nuclear warheads before disaster strikes.
What's Next for the Middle East...and How Will It Affect Us? Iran has repeatedly
declared its intention to destroy Israel. ISIS continues to gain ground, leaving a trail of
death and terror in its wake. And Russia is inserting itself into Middle Eastern affairs in
a power play prophesied long ago. ISIS, Iran, Israel is an updated edition of the book
Iran and Israel by prophecy scholar Mark Hitchcock, with all-new information on ISIS,
Russian involvement in Syria and Iran, and the state of relations between Israel and
Iran. Hitchcock brings a strong biblical perspective to the latest conflicts, while
answering important questions such as... Where did ISIS come from—and why are its
tactics so brutal? Are we on the road to the Apocalypse? Will there ever be peace in the
Middle East? What can we expect in the days to come? How are events in the Middle
East affecting America today? An eye-opening survey of where things stand and how it
all ties in with Bible prophecy.
A highly acclaimed and fascinating examination of Islamic and biblical end-time
prophecies. Discover the startling similarities between the biblical Antichrist and Islam's
Messiah figure known as Imam al-Mahdi. A must read for anyone interested in Islam,
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Bible prophecy or the underlying spiritual factors behind many of today's current events.
A terrible darkness has fallen upon Jacob Weisz’s beloved Germany. The Nazi regime,
under the leadership of Adolf Hitler, has surged to power and now hold Germany by the
throat. All non-Aryans—especially Jews like Jacob and his family—are treated like dogs.
When tragedy strikes during one terrible night of violence, Jacob flees and joins rebel
forces working to undermine the regime. But after a raid goes horribly wrong, Jacob
finds himself in a living nightmare—trapped in a crowded, stinking car on the train to the
Auschwitz death camp. As World War II rages and Hitler begins implementing his “final
solution” to systematically and ruthlessly exterminate the Jewish people, Jacob must
rely on his wits and a God he’s not sure he believes in to somehow escape from
Auschwitz and alert the world to the Nazi’s atrocities before Fascism overtakes all of
Europe. The fate of millions hangs in the balance.
Islam in Historical Perspective integrates history of Islamic societies with discussion of
how Muslim scriptures, laws, moral values and myths have shaped lives and thought of
individual Muslims and various Muslim communities from the rise of Islam until today. It
provides carefully selected historical and scriptural evidence that enables readers to
form a comprehensive balanced vision of Islam's evolution. Author Alexander Knysh
shows Muslims have made sense of their life experiences by constantly interpreting
and re-interpreting Islam's foundational ideas in accordance with ever-changing social
and political conditions. In addition to the combined historical and chronological
approach, the author offers in-depth discussions of intellectual dialogues and struggles
within Islamic tradition. He shows Islam to be a social and political force, while
addressing Muslim devotional practices, artistic creativity and structures of everyday life
and provides a wealth of historical anecdotes and quotations from original sources that
are designed to illustrate principal points.
In the tenth century Shi?a scholars assembled accounts of twelve imams’ lives,
portraying them as miracle workers who were betrayed. These biographies invoked
shared cultural memories, shaped communal responses and ritual practices of
mourning, and inspired Shi?a identity and religious imagination for centuries to come,
Matthew Pierce shows.
After Israel declares war on Iran, CIA operative David Shirazi infiltrates the Iranian
regime and intercepts information indicating that two Iranian nuclear warheads have
been moved to a secure and undisclosed location.
2016 Christian Book Award finalist (Fiction category) When New York Times foreign
correspondent J. B. Collins hears rumors that an al-Qaeda splinter cell—ISIS—has
captured a cache of chemical weapons inside Syria, he knows this is a story he must
pursue at all costs. Does the commander of the jihadist faction really have weapons of
mass destruction? If so, who is the intended target? The U.S.? Israel? Or someone
else? With tensions already high, the impending visit of the American president to the
region could prove to be the spark that sets off an explosion of horrendous proportions.
Knowing that terrorist forces are already trying to bring down two Arab governments in
the region—Iraq and Syria—can Collins uncover the truth before it’s too late? Or will the
terrorists succeed in setting their sights on the third target and achieving genocide?
"With the unexpected death of Russian President Aleksandr Luganov, and Iran's efforts to
acquire fully operational nuclear warheads successfully thwarted, American President Andrew
Clarke decides the moment has come to unveil his comprehensive proposal to achieve peace
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between Israel and the Palestinians. However, when a series of senior American officials
involved in the peace process are assassinated, Clarke orders Marcus Ryker and a team of
CIA operatives to hunt down those responsible and bring the killing spree to an end. What
Ryker uncovers is a chilling plot to kill the American president himself, but at first, it's unclear
who is the driving force behind the plot. Is it the Russians, seeking payback for the
assassination of Luganov? Is it the Iranians, in retaliation for the American operation to keep
Tehran from acquiring nukes? Or is it another conspirator altogether, someone plotting to strike
a blow against American hegemony in the Middle East and seize the leadership of the entire
Sunni Muslim world? By the time Ryker and his team fully understand the plot and who's
behind it, they find they have less than 96 hours to disrupt a terrible evil that has been set in
motion"-In Know Thy Enemy, Meir Litvak analyzes the evolving attitudes towards various internal and
external collective “others”, in post-revolutionary Iranian Shi?ism as a novel way to examine
the formulation of Shi?i self-perception and its place in the world.
What's Next for the Middle East...and How Will It Affect Us? Iran has repeatedly declared its
intention to destroy Israel. ISIS continues to gain ground, leaving a trail of death and terror in
its wake. And Russia is inserting itself into Middle Eastern affairs in a power play prophesied
long ago. ISIS, Iran, Israel is an updated edition of the book Iran and Israel by prophecy
scholar Mark Hitchcock, with all-new information on ISIS, Russian involvement in Syria and
Iran, and the overall state of relations between Israel and Iran. Hitchcock brings a strong
biblical perspective to the latest conflicts, while answering important questions such as... Are
we on the road to the Apocalypse? Will there ever be peace in the Middle East? What can we
expect in the days to come? How are events in the Middle East affecting America today? An
eye-opening survey of where things stand and how it all ties in with Bible prophecy.
????????????????????????????????!??40?,???????,???????????,??????????......
From the New York Times, USA Today, and Publishers Weekly bestselling author! A gamechanging peace treaty between Israel and the Saudis is nearly done. The secretary of state is
headed to the region to seal the deal. And Special Agent Marcus Ryker is leading an advance
trip along the Israeli-Lebanon border, ahead of the secretary's arrival. But when Ryker and his
team are ambushed by Hezbollah forces, a nightmare scenario begins to unfold. The last thing
the White House can afford is a new war in the Mideast that could derail the treaty and set the
region ablaze. U.S. and Israeli forces are mobilizing to find the hostages and get them home,
but Ryker knows the clock is ticking. When Hezbollah realizes who they've captured, no
amount of ransom will save them--they'll be transferred to Beirut and then to Tehran to be
executed on live television. In the fourth installment of Rosenberg's gripping new series,
Marcus Ryker finds himself in the most dangerous situation he has ever faced--captured,
brutalized, and dragged deep behind enemy lines. Should he wait to be rescued? Or try to
escape? How? And what if his colleagues are too wounded to run? This is the CIA's most
valuable operative as you have never seen him before.
A New York Times, USA TODAY, and Publishers Weekly bestseller! More than 100,000 copies
sold “Rosenberg cranks up the suspense, delivering his most stunning, high-stakes thriller
yet.” —Publishers Weekly “A stellar novel of riveting action and political intrigue.” —Mark
Greaney, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Agent in Place “Absolutely blown away by
how good this guy is. . . . Simply masterful.” —Sean Parnell, New York Times bestselling author
of Outlaw Platoon “An uncanny talent for focusing his storytelling on real-world hot spots just
as they are heating up.” —Porter Goss, former director of the CIA “A full-throttle and frightening
ride through tomorrow’s headlines.” —Brigadier General (U.S. Army, Retired) A. J. Tata,
bestselling author of Direct Fire New York Times bestselling author Joel C. Rosenberg returns
with a high-stakes political thriller set in Russia. Everything he learned to protect our president,
he must use to take out theirs. With an American president distracted by growing tensions in
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North Korea and Iran, an ominous new threat is emerging in Moscow. A czar is rising in the
Kremlin, a Russian president feverishly consolidating power, silencing his opposition, and
plotting a brazen and lightning-fast military strike that could rupture the NATO alliance and
bring Washington and Moscow to the brink of nuclear war. But in his blind spot is former U.S.
Secret Service agent Marcus Ryker, trained to protect but ready to kill to save his country.
Russia, again, is on the move. The news headlines proclaim it. Georgia was first. Then,
Ukraine and the invasion of Crimea. Meddling in the elections of the United States followed.
For the fourth straight year, Forbes has ranked Vladimir Putin as the world’s most powerful
person—even above the president of the United States. Like it or not, the world has descended
into a new Putin-led Cold War 2.0. As the storm clouds gather, America sleeps. Russian’s
hand in Syria and its closer ties to Iran are especially alarming to those who know Bible
prophecy and the book of Ezekiel. Putin is poised right now on Israel’s northern border—an
ominous sign of our times. What does the Bible say about our troubling times? In Russia
Rising, Mark Hitchcock, popular speaker and Bible prophecy expert, explores the history of
Russia and its current military moves. He will explain the biblical prophecies related to Russia,
the Middle East, and the end times. The tracks of the Russian bear lead to the Middle East and
Israel. Are we on a collision course with Russia?
White House advisor Jon Bennett, his CIA partner Erin McCoy, and the Secretary of State
head for the Middle East to negotiate a historic Arab-Israeli peace plan, but terrorists will do
anything to stop peace.

What if the Islamic Messiah Comes to Earth? What if The World Waits too long... and
Iran Develops Nuclear Weapons? Tensions are rising in the Middle East. Iran’s
president vows to annihilate the United States and Israel. Israel’s prime minister says
someone must hit Iran’s nuclear sites “before it’s too late.” The American president
warns against a preemptive strike on Iran’s nuclear facilities and says negotiations are
the key to finding peace. And amid it all, rumors are swirling throughout the region of a
mysterious religious cleric claiming to be the Islamic messiah known as the Mahdi or
the Twelfth Imam. Word of his miracles, healings, signs and wonders is spreading like
wildfire. CIA operative David Shirazi was born for this moment. He is recruited and sent
into Tehran with one objective: use all means necessary to disrupt Iran’s nuclear
weapons program, without leaving American fingerprints and without triggering an
apocalyptic new war. But time is running out. The Twelfth Imam is the first novel in a
new political thriller series by Joel C. Rosenberg, the New York Times bestselling
author of the awardwinning Last Jihad series. Rosenberg takes you inside a world few
will ever enter, hold on to your seat – the twists and turns never stop coming.
If we treat Bible prophecy as a code to crack, we are likely to end up in the wrong
place. When Jesus tells us about his return, He’s talking to us about life. He’s
correcting, encouraging, and preparing us for what’s coming next. Whenever Jesus
and his apostles teach about the future, their goal is to empower us for life today. The
Lighter Side of the End of the World is an engaging walk through the full scope of the
Bible’s teaching on the End Times that will encourage you in your daily life. To learn
more go to www.knowthebiblebetter.com.
The Twelfth ImamTyndale House Publishers, Inc.
The New York Times best seller Inside the Revolution takes you inside the winner-takeall battle for the hearts, minds, and souls of the people of the Middle East. It includes
never-before-seen profiles of the Radicals, the Reformers, and the Revivalists. It
explains the implications of each movement and the importance of each leader, not
only through the lenses of politics and economics, but through the third lens of Scripture
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as well. Today, wars and revolutions define the modern Middle East, and many believe
the worst is yet to come.
September 1999: A series of apartment bombings in Moscow are blamed on Chechen
terrorist. Oleg Kraskin, on the Russian president's personal staff, has no idea how the
bombings will alter the course of world events. September 2001: Following the events
of 9/11, Marcus Ryker enlists in the Marines, eventually joining the Secret Service and
working his way up to the Presidential Protection Detail. Now: The President is
distracted by tensions in North Korea and Iran, as a new Russian president feverishly
consolidates power, silences his opposition, and plots a brazen and lightning-fast
military strike that could rupture the NATO alliance and bring Washington and Moscow
to the brink of nuclear war. And Kraskin and Ryker will cross paths ...
Book 4 in the bestselling 5-book thriller series that has sold over 1.2 million copies! In
1956, a scroll was uncovered that shocked the world. The world is about to be shocked
again. On June 1, 1956, the New York Times broke a story that captured the
imagination of the world. Another Dead Sea Scroll had been found, unlike any before it,
describing unimaginable treasures worth untold billions buried in the hills east of
Jerusalem and under the Holy City itself. In the years that followed, some scholars
came to believe the Copper Scroll could be history’s greatest treasure map, one that
could lead to the discovery of the Second Temple treasures and the building of the
Third Jewish Temple. But the scroll’s code has never been broken, and experts from
all sides warn that any effort by Israel to rebuild their Temple in Jerusalem would
undoubtedly unleash a war of biblical proportions. Now, more than fifty years after the
Copper Scroll was unveiled, New York Times bestselling author Joel C. Rosenberg
takes you on his most exciting and heart-pounding ride yet. Saddam Hussein is gone
Yasser Arafat is dead A new Iraq is rising But so, too, is a new evil, and now White
House advisors Jon Bennett and Erin McCoy find themselves facing a terrifying new
threat triggered by an ancient mystery.
2011 Retailers Choice Award winner! As the apocalyptic leaders of Iran call for the
annihilation of Israel and the U.S., CIA operative David Shirazi is sent into Tehran with
one objective: use all means necessary to disrupt Iran’s nuclear weapons
program—without leaving American fingerprints, and without triggering a regional war. At
extreme personal risk, Shirazi undertakes his assignment. A native Farsi speaker
whose family escaped from Iran in 1979, he couldn’t be better prepared for the
mission. But none of his training has prepared Shirazi for what will happen next. An
obscure religious cleric is suddenly hailed throughout the region as the Islamic messiah
known as the Mahdi or the Twelfth Imam. News of his miracles, healings, signs, and
wonders, spread like wildfire, as do rumors of a new and horrific war. With the prophecy
of the Twelfth Imam seemingly fulfilled, Iran’s leaders prepare to strike Israel and bring
about the End of Days. Shirazi must take action, but the clock is ticking.
Mientras los líderes de Irán piden la aniquilación de Israel y Estados Unidos, el agente
de la CIA David Shirazi es enviado a Teherán con un solo objetivo: usar todos los
medios disponibles para desbaratar el programa de armas nucleares de Irán sin dejar
huellas estadounidenses, y sin provocar una guerra regional. Arriesgando su propia
vida, Shirazi ejecuta su plan. Como su familia escapó de Irán en 1979, su idioma natal
es el persa, así que él no podría estar mejor preparado para la misión. Pero nada de su
entrenamiento ha preparado a Shirazi para lo que sucederá a continuación. Un oscuro
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clérigo religioso es proclamado súbitamente a través de la región como el mesías
islámico conocido como el Mahdi o el Duodécimo Imán. Las noticias de sus milagros,
sanaciones, señales y maravillas se esparcen como fuego arrasador, así como
rumores de una guerra nueva y horrorosa. Con la profecía del Duodécimo Imán
aparentemente cumplida, las fuerzas armadas de Irán se preparan para atacar a Israel
y provocar los Últimos Días. Shirazi debe actuar para salvar a su país y al mundo, pero
el reloj sigue avanzando y entonces un oscuro secreto de su pasado sale a la luz y
cambia el curso de su vida para siempre. As the apocalyptic leaders of Iran call for the
annihilation of Israel and the U.S., CIA operative David Shirazi is sent into Tehran with
one objective: use all means necessary to disrupt Iran’s nuclear weapons program,
without leaving American fingerprints, and without triggering a regional war. At extreme
personal risk, Shirazi executes his plan. A native Farsi speaker whose family escaped
from Iran in 1979, he couldn’t be better prepared for the mission. But none of his
training has prepared Shirazi for what will happen next. An obscure religious cleric is
suddenly hailed throughout the region as the Islamic messiah known as the Mahdi or
the Twelfth Imam. News of his miracles, healings, signs, and wonders spreads like
wildfire, as do rumors of a new and horrific war. With the prophecy of the Twelfth Imam
seemingly fulfilled, Iran’s military prepares to strike Israel and bring about the End of
Days. Shirazi must take action to save his country and the world, but the clock is
ticking—and then a dark secret from his past comes to light and changes the course of
his life forever.
In the wake of a horrific war in the Middle East, the president's second term is ending
and the battle to succeed him is heating up into one of the most fiercely contested
presidential elections in American history--and Jon and Erin Bennett realize the stakes
could not be higher.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Mermaids Mirror, a teen fiction about a girl who
wants to learn to swim but is forbidden by her father to learn. A modern day Little
Mermaid story. and a 2010 William C. Morris Award Winner. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
New York Times best-selling author Joel Rosenberg brings readers this thrilling new
novel. When Russia's richest oil baron is killed, Moscow suddenly teeters on the verge
of political chaos. Tehran races to complete its nuclear arsenal. Washington finds
herself dangerously divided from her European allies. And in the dead of night, in the
hills overlooking Jerusalem, a senior White House advisor uncovers a chilling ancient
conspiracy as real as the morning's headlines. Woven through the writings of the
Hebrew prophet Ezekiel, more than 2,500 years old, are eerily prescient descriptions of
mode.
Balancing theory with application and featuring an engaging, student-friendly writing
style, Updated to reflect today's political climate, INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATIVE
POLITICS offers a country-by-country approach that allows students to examine
similarities and differences among countries and within and between political systems.
Each chapter offers detailed descriptions and analyses of a country's politics, political
challenges and changing agendas. Pedagogy and a condensed narrative help students
make connections and comparisons about the countries presented. The eighth edition
presents case studies on 13 countries and the European Union, providing an interesting
sample of political regimes, levels of economic development and geographic regions.
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Students contemplate the dramatic Brexit vote, the impeachment of Brazil's president,
Russia's drift toward authoritarianism and the polarizing elections of Donald Trump and
Emmanuel Macron, among other recent political developments. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
A comparison of Islamic, Jewish, and Christian views of the final days with a possible
scenario for America, Europe and the Middle East.. This book, which has been
requested by many, addresses important relevant themes in depth and provides a
valuable resource with extensive footnotes. Readers will enjoy the inclusion of a novel
format along with treatment of a difficult subject which makes the book readable and
enjoyable. The use of personal names or names of places in this book is not intended
to reflect endorsement by specific groups, towns, or municipalities. Names of persons
are not to be identified with any specific parties or individuals. Appreciation is
expressed for information obtained from a variety of online encyclopedias, and mention
is made here of the same including but not limited to the Catholic Encyclopedia,
Wikipedia, and Encyclopedia Britannica. Graphics and artwork utilized are taken from
public domain photos or adapted by professional staff. Nebuchadnezzar's statue is
believed to be in the public domain and is taken from the Ken Raggio.com website.
In Encounters with the Hidden Imam in Early and Pre-?Modern Twelver Sh??? Islam,
?Omid ?Ghaemmaghami traces the history of one of the core ideas that animate and
form the highly ?influential and instrumental belief in ?the Hidden Imam, the central
figure of Twelver Sh??? ?messianic expectation.?
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